36” Laptop/Tablet Computing Stations

Caregivers love the flexibility of using and laptop and tablet computing options for electronic health records. Our cabinet offers a place for connected use, charging and secured storage.

The 3630 series is also available in an ultra-slim 3.5” profile, excellent for hallways or other areas where a small footprint is needed.

VITAL STATISTICS
EDBV3630: Wood with 3D laminate.
Dimensions: 36” W x 30” H
Depth: This unit comes in three depths 3.5”, 4” & 7.5”
Weight: 50 lbs

Features
• Adjustable self-closing door
• Push-button mechanical lock
• Cutout for power and data access
• Cable management
• Top and bottom ventilation panels
• Built-in angled top
• Universal CPU and monitor brackets*
• Built-in continuous recessed handle or sleek chrome handle

Options
• Push-button electronic or IP-based network lock
• Sliding keyboard tray*
• Mouse holder
• Lights: LED or halogen
• Dual extension 180° articulating arm with monitor tilt and adjustable keyboard tray*
• Roll up tambour door*
• Custom configurations available

Recommended Computer Models
• All-in-one
• Laptop/Tablet
• Thin Clients
• Ultra Small Form Factor
• Up to 19” monitors

* Options and features with depth. Please contact a representative for details.